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App Cubby introduces Gas Cubby 1.0 for iPhone and iPod Touch
Published on 11/12/08
App Cubby is proud to introduce Gas Cubby 1.0, their gas mileage and vehicle maintenance
app for the iPhone and iPod Touch. Whether a hyper-miler or just need a reminder to change
the oil, Gas Cubby will save money and help keep any vehicle operating at its peak.
Featuring easy-to-use service reminders and beautiful, full-screen charts, it's the
ultimate tool for tracking gas mileage and vehicle maintenance. Keeping tabs on your
vehicle has never been so easy.
San Marcos, Texas - App Cubby is proud to introduce Gas Cubby 1.0, their gas mileage and
vehicle maintenance app for the iPhone and iPod Touch. Whether a hyper-miler or just need
a reminder to change the oil, Gas Cubby will save money and help keep any vehicle
operating at its peak. Featuring easy-to-use service reminders and beautiful, full-screen
charts, it's the ultimate tool for tracking gas mileage and vehicle maintenance. Keeping
tabs on your vehicle has never been so easy.
With a focus on ease-of-use, Gas Cubby supports multiple vehicles, and offers excellent
charts for miles-per-gallon (MPG), gas price, gas expenses, as well as service expenses.
Advanced searching and filtering allow for in depth analysis and will automatically
generate new charts based on the filtered data. Users may store vehicle data, such as VIN,
license plate, and insurance policy. Among Gas Cubby's most helpful features are its
customizable service reminders.
Data fields can be turned on an off, allowing the user to enter as much or as little
information as necessary. Customizable tags allow grouping or categorization of records.
If further visualization or analysis is needed, a few quick taps will create an
Excel-compatible (CSV) report. Once a report has been generated, it can be emailed to
anyone as an attachment using App Cubby's secure, custom mail service.
Feature highlights include:
* Tracks gas mileage and vehicle maintenance
* Charts: MPG, gas price, gas expenses, service expenses
* Charts update as data is filtered
* Customizable service reminders
* Supports multiple vehicles
* Store vehicle data: VIN, License Plate, and Insurance Policy
* Turn data fields on and off
* Excel compatible email reports (CSV attachment)
* Easily search, sort, and filter records
* Customizable tags
* Number Pad or Odometer style entry
* If data entry is interrupted by a phone call, the data will be stored and retrieved on
next launch
Minimum Requirements:
iPhone or iPod Touch 2.1 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Gas Cubby 1.0 for iPhone is only $4.99 (USD) and available exclusively through Apple's App
Store.
App Cubby:
http://www.appcubby.com/
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Gas Cubby 1.0:
http://www.appcubby.com/gas/index.html
Purchase and Download:
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=295905460&mt=8
Screenshots:
http://www.appcubby.com/gas/screenshots.html
Gas Cubby Tour:
http://www.appcubby.com/gas/tour.html

Headquartered in beautiful San Marcos, Texas, The Application Cubby LLC is a privately
funded company founded in 2008 by David Barnard. By assembling an exceptional team with a
strong blend of design and development skills, App Cubby's passion is to craft elegant,
easy-to-use applications for the iPhone. Copyright 2008 The Application Cubby LLC. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
###
David Barnard
Owner
512-212-4860
appcubby@gmail.com
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